
	
ART, DEATH, GRIEF AND 

TRANSITION.

“When the hands are busy and creativity flows, the mind relaxes and 
the heart opens, revealing truths and possibilities previously unseen.”

Art based programs supporting death, dying, grieving 
and life transition journeys…CONTACT DETAILS

For enquiries about programs, workshops, commissions, creative services, 
customised sessions and fees please contact Anzara.

Email: anzara.clark@gmail.com

Mobile: 0408 482 449 (please ring between 11am and 6pm)

Facebook: anzaraclarkartist

Website: www.anzaraclark.com

“We cannot give our shoes to another, but we do not have to walk 
alone…”
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As well as the development and delivery of arts based support programs, Anzara 
can be commissioned to create memorial artworks or provide creative mentoring 

and practical guidance for individuals and groups to create textile-based artworks 
for funerals and as memorial objects. Possibilities include shrouds, quilts, wall 

hangings, funeral garments, mourning garments and more. Treasured items 
belonging to deceased loved ones can also be incorporated into the objects. For 

further information about creative services please contact Anzara directly.

**Program Suitability:Programs are suitable for people at all stages of transitions, even when 
the loss event is quite distant. Readiness for program engagement and benefits for 

participants will vary from individual to individual. Please contact Anzara to discuss program 
suitability.

A Yarn About Death*** Making yarn is a metaphor for bringing the threads 
of our lives and experiences together as we reflect on and talk about death and dying 
in a small supportive group. Learn 3 techniques for making yarn from paper and fibre, 
and how to make funeral pockets from the yarn you make - sharing important 
conversations that are rarely had in daily life.

Wrap Me In Memories™ *** Wrap Me In Memories™  provides a haven 
experience for people living with life limiting illnesses, people approaching the end of 
life years and their family/friendship circle. Through the shared creation of memory 
quilts and objects, stories and memories are gathered, connections and relationships 
are nurtured. The quilt incorporates elements significant to the dying person and can 
be used prior to death, included in funeral rites or kept as a treasured momento by 
families. Wrap Me In Memories™  is a flexible program that can be delivered in a variety 
of settings and to a range of groups. An adapted program model is also suitable for 
family and friendship groups where a loved one has already died and there is still a 
desire to gather and honour the memories and relationships that the individuals within 
the group had with the deceased.

 Mourning The Missing *** Mourning The Missing is a powerfully supportive 
program that supports active engagement with prolonged and complex grieving, 
particularly when farewells have been unresolved, incomplete or denied. The program 
is ideal when the death of a loved one has been sudden, distant, traumatic or 
unconfirmed. Participants create mourning garments that express their memories and 
relationships with their loved one, effectively giving them a ‘body’ to farewell.  
Garments can then be used for rituals and ceremonies of farewell and remembrance.

Re-Dress Me *** The Re-Dress Me suite of programs focus on re-creating and 
re-imaging ourselves and our lives after (and sometimes during) trauma, loss, crises, 
significant transitions and life-changing events. These programs use visual narrative 
therapy strategies and textile processes to create wearable artworks that tell stories 
of who we want to become and where we want to be. The programs supports 
changing responses to unchangeable events; and bringing treasured aspects of our 
pasts into a regenerated authentic future. 

PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS.

FACILITATOR AND PROGRAM DEVELOPER

Anzara Clark

Anzara Clark is an award-winning artist and arts educator working in textiles, paper 
and recyclable materials to tell stories of transition, memory, identity and shared 
human experiences. Many of her works are of an ephemeral nature, reflecting the 

transience of life and the inevitability of death. A tragic loss within her family 
triggered a journey with grief that extended into her arts practice and helped her 

appreciate the enormous potential for art to support death, dying and grieving. As 
a result, an initial community arts project about grieving has grown into a suite of 

programs and workshops that utilise creative and visual narrative strategies to 
support the transitional journeys of others. Art has a unique and powerful role to 

play in supporting death, dying, grieving and life transitions.

Anzara  has a Graduate Diploma in Education, An Associate Diploma in Health 
Science and a Diploma in Transpersonal Counselling.

CREATIVE SERVICES


